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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at

least one question from each Unit. All

questions carry equal marks.
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Unit I

1. What are the types of chasses layout with

reference to power plant location and drives ?

Explain with neat sketch. 15

2. Discuss Ackermann and Davis steering system

with its constructional details of steering

linkages. 15

Unit II

3. What are the effects of driving thrust and

torque reactions ? Explain with neat sketch

Hotchkiss drive and torque tube drive. 15

4. (a) Explain with neat sketch the

constructional details of differential unit

and its applications. 8

(b) What are the various types of load acting

during drive and construction of rear

axles. 7

Unit III

5. What is the need of suspension system and

explain the various types of suspension system

used in the modern vehicle. 15

6. Explain with neat sketch the constructional

detail of rubber suspension system and

pneumatic suspension system used in the

vehicle. Which one is better and why ? 15

Unit IV

7. What do you mean by braking system and

what are the various types of brake used in

the vehicle with neat sketch ? 15

8. (a) What kind of material is used in the

braking system ? Explain the concept of

dual brake system and benefits of parking

brake. 10

(b) Explain the eddy retarders used in the

braking system. 5
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